
Objectives:  To understand how a graph depth-first-search is implemented, and how it can be used to can be
utilized in graph algorithms for computing a topological sorting and strongly connected components.

Activity 1:   A topological sort algorithm using a recursive dfs (from the errata page for the text:  
http://www.pythonworks.org/) is available by copying the folder P:\810-063-CSIII\LABS\LAB_13.  Open
and run the program in the topological_sort.py file with IDLE.  This program tranforms the topological sort
on the simple pancake receipe graph of the text.  Figure 6.16 of the text is duplicated below showing the
(discovery/finish times) results of the dfs.
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The topological sort can then be found by ordering the vertices in decreasing order of finish time.

Study the output and the code to answer the following questions:
a)  Draw the recursion tree(s) for all calls to the dfsvisit()  function performed during the dfs.

b)  Annotate the nodes of this trees to reflect the discovery and finish times in Figure 6.16.

After you have answered the above questions, raise your hand and explain your answers.
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Activity 2:  Now that you have a better understanding of dfs by studying the recursive dfs, I want you to fix
the textbooks original non-recursive dfs code that’s in the file dfs.py.  To do this, think about the order in
which the run-time stack and vertices’ attributes get changed in the recursive dfs and how you can simulate
this order used the while loop and stack in the non-recursive dfs code.  Test your non-recursive dfs by
changing the “import” statement in the topological_sort.py to point to it.

After you have tested your code, raise your hand and demonstrate that it works correctly.

NOTE:  If you complete all of the activities within the lab period, you do not need to hand anything it.
However, if you need to finish activities outside of the lab period, then hand in printouts of code and output
for activities not completed during the lab period.

NOTE:  If you get done early in lab, you might want to start HW #6.  I have not had time to write the
specification, but the plan is to have you implement the Strongly Connected Components graph algorithm
described in section 6.4.4 of the text.

Below is a copy of the dfs_recursive.py file.

time = 0

def dfs(theGraph):
    for u in theGraph:
        u.setColor('white')
        u.setPred(None)
    time = 0
    for u in theGraph:
        if u.getColor() == 'white':
            dfsvisit(u)

def dfsvisit(u):
    global time
    u.setColor('gray')
    time = time + 1
    u.setDiscovery(time)
    for v in u.getAdj():
        if v.getColor() == 'white':
            v.setPred(u)
            dfsvisit(v)
    u.setColor('black')
    time = time + 1
    u.setFinish(time)
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